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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

The culture historical dichotomy drawn between the Woodland and Mississippian
cultural traditions in the Southeast is quite distinct. Woodland peoples have been viewed
as egalitarian groups, living in scattered, nucleated villages along the main rivers or small
hamlets located in the uplands, making sand- and/or grog-tempered pottery, and primarily
hunting and cultivating native crops for food (Anderson and Mainfort 2002:1-19). The
Mississippian period, though, is most often characterized by inferred hierarchies of
mound complexes and surrounding villages with populations that subsisted primarily
upon maize agriculture and made mussel shell-tempered pottery. The distinction drawn
between the two periods is so pronounced that it often has been assumed that this change
in cultural patterns had to indicate an influx of foreign “Mississippian” peoples from
other regions of the continent into the Tombigbee and Black Warrior River valleys
(Jenkins and Krause 1986:90).
Continued research in this region, though, has begun to refute the stark contrasts
between these two periods (Anderson and Mainfort 2002; Bozeman 1982; Hogue and
Peacock 1996; Mistovich 1988, 1995; Peacock 1997, 2003; Peacock and Rafferty 1996;
Rafferty 1996, 2001, 2002, 2003). As Rafferty has pointed out (1996, 2001; Rafferty and
Peacock 2008), in the Black Prairie region of eastern Mississippi, just to the west of the
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Figure 1.1. The Ackerman Unit of the Tombigbee National Forest along with the North
Central Hills, Flatwoods, Pontotoc Ridge and Black Prairie physiographic
regions of Mississippi.

Tombigbee River valley (Figure 1.1), there are indications of continuity of settlement
patterns between the two periods. Quite often the same land form or area was either
continuously settled or resettled over extended periods of time that encompassed both the
Woodland and Mississippian cultural traditions.
2

To the west of the Black Prairie is the North Central Hills physiographic province
(Figure 1.1). Within the North Central Hills is the 44,000 acre Ackerman Unit of the
Tombigbee National Forest. The Noxubee River and its principal tributaries, the Little
Noxubee River and Mill Creek, drain the area within the boundaries of the Ackerman
Unit before eventually emptying into the Tombigbee River further south.
Numerous surveys have been conducted on the Ackerman Unit, with ca. 36,000
acres (82%) of the Forest having been surveyed. The results from these surveys indicate
that there is a long history of occupation in this region. As can be seen in Table 1.1 (after
Parrish 2006 and Peacock 1997), there is a dramatic increase in the number of sites that
contain Woodland period components.

Table 1.1. Number of prehistoric components at sites within the Ackerman Unit of the
Tombigbee National Forest.

3

The increase in the number of Woodland components may indicate a switch from
a mobile existence during the Paleo-Indian and Archaic periods to a sedentary settlement
pattern during the Woodland period (Bacon-Schulte 2008). This could have been brought
about by range compression caused by increases in population density in the region
(Rafferty 1994:420). The sites containing Woodland period components are found on all
landforms on the Ackerman Unit (Figure 1.2). This may be a product of increased

Figure 1.2. Location of the sites containing Woodland period components within
the Ackerman Unit, Tombigbee National Forest.

4

population density, as before and after the Woodland period the majority of the sites are
found along the larger waterways.
Twelve of the thirteen Mississippian components found on the Ackerman Unit are
located at sites with much larger Late Woodland period components, and all but one of
these are concentrated along the Noxubee River or one of its main tributaries (Figures 1.3
and 1.4). Because of the dependent nature of Mississippian components, which only
occur with Late Woodland components, a continuity of settlement at these locations may
be indicated.

Figure 1.3. Location of sites containing Late Woodland period components within the
Ackerman Unit, Tombigbee National Forest.
5

It is thought that the dramatic decrease in the number of sites in the Mississippian
period, and their concentration along major streams, represents site and population
consolidation because of some unknown factor(s). Rafferty and Peacock (2008) state that
“selective pressures related to the adoption of maize-based subsistence and climate
change” led people to seek more fertile land to the east in the Black Prairie where
occupation, as measured by site numbers, dramatically increases in Mississippian times
(Rafferty 2003). It is hypothesized that at some time between A.D. 1000 and A.D. 1100,
the North Central Hills were abruptly abandoned (Blitz 1984; Peacock 2003).

Figure 1.4. Location of sites containing Mississippian period components within the
Ackerman Unit, Tombigbee National Forest.
6

The research contained in this thesis is based upon a Darwinian evolutionary
approach to archaeological theory; its goal is to determine if the Mississippian
components located within the Ackerman Unit show evidence of cultural continuity with
the preceding Woodland components at each of these sites, and to investigate whether
they represent single occupations or abandonment followed by reoccupation. In order to
do this I first conducted a program of systematic shovel testing at nine of the sites in
order to determine the location and size of the Mississippian component at each. This
information was used to choose which sites to further investigate through excavation. The
data gathered through both episodes of fieldwork were then used to test for heritable
continuity between the Woodland and Mississippian components.

7

CHAPTER II
PROBLEM STATEMENT

Research in the western portions of the Black Prairie has indicated that there are
numerous small Mississippian period sites located in the region. This is based on the
presence of mussel shell-tempered pottery found at them (Hogue and Peacock 1995;
Peacock and Rafferty 1996; Rafferty 1996, 2001, 2003; Rafferty and Peacock 2008). It is
believed by these researchers that these sites represent continuity in upland settlement
patterns from the Woodland through the Mississippian periods. Others, though, believe
that these Mississippian occupations represent expansion away from the Tombigbee
River and into the uplands much later, in the Protohistoric period (Futato 1989; Johnson
1996; Johnson et al. 1994; Johnson and Sparks 1986). This issue is complicated because
of the evidence (mussel shell-tempered pottery) being used to place these occupations
chronologically. A substantial majority of these sites contains only plain, shell-tempered
pottery that, until recently, has been difficult to securely date through seriation or other
relative dating methods (Johnson 1996:244; Peacock and Rafferty 1996:249). Recent
research, though, using absolute dating and frequency seriations, suggests that there was
an expansion of settlements marked by shell-tempered pottery onto the prairie beginning
ca. AD 1200 (Rafferty and Peacock 2008).
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The questions concerning the timing of Mississippian settlement also extends into
the North Central Hills physiographic region located further to the west. In this area,
Peacock (1997) recognized a settlement pattern trend between the Woodland and
Mississippian periods within the boundaries of the Tombigbee National Forest’s
Ackerman Unit. Several hundred Woodland period components are located on upland
ridges and in river valleys throughout the area (Figure 1.2). The number of identified
Mississippian components, though, drops dramatically to thirteen. They are concentrated
along the major waterways or their tributaries, with all but one of them located at sites
with much larger Woodland period components present (Figure 1.4). Peacock (1997:252)
believes that this indicates a continuity of settlement much like that described by Rafferty
(1996:230) in the Black Prairie, followed by a rapid abandonment of the region in Early
Mississippian times.
This hypothesis is further bolstered by a

14

C date obtained from an excavated

feature at the Stinking Water (22WI515/516) site. This is a large multi-component site
located along the Noxubee River as it flows through the Ackerman Unit. Diagnostic
artifacts indicate that this location was occupied from the Archaic through Mississippian
periods. A radiocarbon date on charred wood from a posthole containing shell-tempered
pottery had “a two-sigma calibration range of A.D. 900 – 1235 with a single calibration
curve intercept of cal A.D. 1030” (Peacock 2003:47), which places this feature early
within the Mississippian period.
Working within the framework of a Darwinian evolutionary approach to the
archaeological record, I attempt to determine if the Mississippian components found in
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conjunction with long-term Woodland period habitation sites located along the major
waterways within the Ackerman Unit of the Tombigbee National Forest represent
continuity of occupation, or if there are indications of discontinuous settlement of these
landforms.
An occupation is a “spatial cluster of discrete objects which can reasonably be
assumed to be the product of a single group of people at that particular locality deposited
over a period of continuous residence comparable to other such units in the same study”
(Dunnell 2002[1971]:151). As such, an occupation itself can be considered an artifact at
the scale of assemblage. A class of artifact at this scale is needed to examine culture
change and artifact distributions because it “allows artifacts at smaller scales to be
associated in meaningful assemblages” (Rafferty 2008).
Several methods can be employed to delineate occupations. Determining the
spatial boundary of an occupation is dependent upon the field and proveniencing methods
used to delineate the occupations because spatial associations are usually based upon
propinquity (Rafferty 2008). Demonstrating that the individual artifacts, including
features, are associated is of utmost importance. Soil chemical levels, particularly
phosphorus, can also be used to delineate occupations. As food refuse and bodily waste
from humans are deposited in the soil, the level of phosphorus in the soil increases in
relation to the surrounding soils. These increased levels of phosphorus can be used in
determining separate occupations within sites (Parrish 2006:122-126). Stratigraphic
excavation can be used in determining the temporal boundaries of an occupation.
Artifacts from the same occupation would be expected to be associated in a depositional
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layer (Rafferty 2008). The use of frequency seriations in demonstrating that the artifacts
are part of a continuous cultural lineage is also needed when attempting to delineate
occupations (Rafferty 2008). If the artifact assemblages will not seriate, one cause can be
that they are not of the same cultural lineage (Dunnell 1970; Rafferty 2008).
Each of the sites under consideration contains occupations that span hundreds,
and in some cases thousands, of years. For this research, the objective is to determine if
the coincidence of Late Woodland and Mississippian components at certain sites is
because of homologous or analogous variability. If their coincidence is homologous, then
heritable continuity is present. Heritable continuity is the genetic-like connection between
the components, produced by cultural transmission, which results in a sequential ordering
along a temporal continuum (O’Brien and Lyman 2000:400). If the components under
consideration were present because of analogous variability then this may be the result of
evolutionary convergence – e.g., two separate, unrelated groups of people happened to
select the same place because of an environmental niche. I attempt to determine if the
components containing shell-tempered pottery are “related” to the preceding components
and, thus, occur before the abandonment of this region, or if they are “unrelated” and
signal a re-occupation of the area, later in the late prehistoric or Protohistoric period.
The best way to test for heritable continuity is through the use of frequency or
occurrence seriations (Dunnell 1970; Lipo et al. 2003) Artifact classes that are
homologous will display a unimodal frequency distribution through time. If artifact
classes do not produce a unimodal frequency distribution, then they are not homologous
(Lyman and O’Brien 2003:270). There are three requirements of artifact groups for
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seriations to work (Dunnell 1970). The first is that the groups must be of comparable
duration so that the order of the assemblages within the seriation is due to their age and
not their duration; if they are non-comparable, they will not seriate together. The second
is that all of the assemblages come from the same area. This is because heritable
continuity deals with both the spatial and temporal aspects of the artifact groups. The
final requirement is that all of the assemblages must come from the same cultural
tradition or lineage. If these three requirements are met, then heritable continuity has
been demonstrated by display of a deterministic seriation (Lyman and O’Brien
2003:270).
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CHAPTER III
SITE SURVEY AND SELECTION

Hundreds of prehistoric sites have been located on the Ackerman Unit of the
Tombigbee National Forest. Of these, 13 have been identified as containing shelltempered pottery. This pottery is commonly used as a diagnostic marker for the
Mississippian period throughout the southeastern region of the United States (Feathers
2006). For this thesis, ten of these sites were chosen for investigation based upon the
presence of shell-tempered pottery found at them in previous resource management
surveys. Of the remaining sites, 22WI515 and 22WI516 were not chosen because
extensive previous research had occurred there (Peacock 2003), and 22CH536 is beneath
the waters of Choctaw Lake (Peacock 1995b). Site 22WI557, one of the ten original sites
selected for systematic shovel testing, was not tested due to time constraints and prior
determination that the site had been severely impacted by previous forestry activities
(Bruce 2006:6 and personal observation).
Because of the disparate methods of artifact collection that had been used
previously at the nine sites, a program of systematic shovel testing (Roskams 2001:49)
was employed. This method enabled me to determine key aspects, such as the size of the
Mississippian occupation(s), the number of concentrations of shell-tempered pottery, and
the location of these concentrations within the larger site. The information gathered
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during this phase of investigation was used in making determinations of which sites to
continue testing through excavation. Other research in the region that included systematic
survey has shown that it is an excellent complement to the typical program of excavations
(Bozeman 1982; Lorenz 1996).

Systematic Shovel Testing Methods
Nine sites identified as containing Mississippian components were shovel tested
on 10-meter grids. At each site a diamond-shaped grid was laid out using 100 meter
measuring tapes and compasses. The base lines were laid out depending upon the
orientation and shape of the landforms on which each of the respective sites was located.
A base line was created using small stake flags spaced 10 meters apart along the entire
length of the landform. Transects were then established at each flag at 90o angles from the
baseline. Each flag on the base line was given an alphabetic designation (e.g., A, B, C,
etc.) so that provenience information could be recorded for each shovel test on the
corresponding transects. Every other transect (e.g., B, D, F, etc.) was offset from the base
line by 5 meters so that a diamond-shaped grid, laid out with plastic marking flags, would
be achieved across the landform to give the best coverage. Each shovel test on the
transects was given a provenience corresponding to its direction and distance from the
baseline. An example of this would be that the fourth shovel test to the east of the
baseline on transect “D” would be designated “D4E”. The shovel tests were dug
approximately 30 cm wide and down to subsoil using shovels and screened through ¼”
(6.35mm) hardware cloth. The artifacts from each shovel test were placed into paper bags
and then labeled with the site number, grid provenience and date. Shovel-test-level
14

provenience was maintained for all artifacts recovered via this method. The artifact bags
were subsequently collected and a hand-drawn map was made indicating the locations of
the positive and negative shovel tests.

Table 3.1. Pottery totals from sites systematically shovel tested, listed by temper and
surface finish.
22CH514

22CH515

22CH516

22CH719

22CH814

22WI508

22WI666

22WI865

Fiber
plain

2

10

punctate

3

eroded

9

Sand
plain

5

20

broad line incised

3

2

1

1

1

9

3

punctate

24
1

slipped

1

1

2

2

eroded

6

5

4

1

1

8

8

33

plain

17

84

33

11

19

33

26

29

1

1

Grog
burnished
broad line incised

1

1

thin line incised

1

2

1

30

16

3

cord marked

8

fabric marked

1

1

23

8

1

punctate

1

1

check-stamped

2
1

1

slipped

3

eroded

13

2

3

16

71

30

plain

1

3

eroded

2

35

1

1

16

11

11

Grog/Bone

Bone
plain

1

Grog/Shell
plain

1

eroded

4

1

2

1

2

Shell
plain

2

slipped
eroded
Total Per Site

1

2

1

1

2
54

6
2

1

2

1

1

190

82

33

38

15

95

3

8

127

168

22CH514
This 7,700 m2 site is located in close proximity to 22CH515 and 22CH516 on the
first terrace above a tributary of the Noxubee River. Previous surveys (Blitz 1984; Bruce
2004) recovered large amounts of pottery indicative of the Middle and Late Woodland
cultural periods, along with a single sherd of shell-tempered plain pottery. When Blitz
surveyed this site, he took soil samples that indicated increased soil pH levels. This
evidence, in conjunction with the considerable amounts of pottery and lithics, led to the
belief that this was a long-term habitation site.

Figure 3.1. 22CH514, shovel test placement and pottery distribution
16

The survey consisted of 164 shovel tests placed over the entire landform in a
diamond-shaped grid pattern, with pottery being recovered from 22 (13%) of them
(Figure 3.1). In order to cover the whole landform a large number of the shovel tests were
placed on the slopes, all of which proved to be negative. Because of this, it was decided
to dig shovel tests on slopes only on a limited basis at the other sites.
No shell-tempered pottery was recovered during the current survey (Tables 3.1
and 3.2). The majority of the pottery was grog-tempered with a smaller amount of sandtempered. Very little of the pottery recovered showed evidence of decoration except for a
single grog-tempered cordmarked sherd and three grog-tempered red-slipped sherds.

Table 3.2. 22CH514, individual shovel test results.
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22CH515
This 20,800 m2 site is found along the first terrace of the Noxubee River near
22CH514 and 22CH516. All three sites are located on a single landform in close
proximity to one another. It is thought that the entire landform could have been the
location of numerous occupations over the whole area. The only breaks between the sites
as we know them today are areas of erosion that could possibly have kept them from
being connected through shovel testing (Bruce 2004: 13) Blitz recorded this site after he
conducted a general surface collection after the landform had been logged (Blitz 1984).
Soil pH tests carried out at this site showed they were “significantly higher” than would
be expected. He believed this was due to accumulated organic wastes products introduced
through habitation (Blitz 1984:43) Large amounts of pottery were recovered, indicating a
long history of occupation through the Middle and Late Woodland cultural periods (Blitz
1984; Bruce 2004; Peacock 1995). In addition, a small Mississippian component is
indicated by a shell-tempered plain sherd, and an eroded shell-tempered sherd was also
recovered.
The site is located on a steep bluff approximately eight to ten meters above the
Noxubee River. The grid was laid out from south to north based upon the assumption that
the most likely area for cultural deposits would be closer to the water. After the grid was
established and surveying had commenced, a small, peninsula-like landform was
encountered in the southeastern corner of the site. Two additional transects were flagged
out down the length of this landform to extend the survey into this area. The positive
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shovel tests on these lines were labeled with a negative sign (-) to indicate they were
south of line “A”, which was initially the southernmost transect.

Figure 3.2. 22CH515, shovel test placement and pottery distribution.

A total of 136 shovel tests was dug at this site with 37 (27%) of them containing
pottery sherds (Figure 3.2). Several portions of the site, and the northern section in
particular, appear to have been severely impacted by ground disturbances and subsequent
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erosion from past logging activity. Numerous erosional gullies were encountered during
shovel testing, and it is possible that extensive erosion has had an impact on the
preservation of artifacts in the affected areas of the site. This is evidenced by the spotty
nature of the pottery distribution across the northern part of the site. The few artifacts that
were recovered on transects “I” through “L” were in the raised (not eroded) areas
between gullies. For this reason, it was decided to halt surveying on transect “L”, as the
erosion was increasingly worse further north.

It appeared, though, that some of the

southern portions of the site remained relatively intact as indicated by the undisturbed
ground surface and the variety of pottery tempers found in the area near the river.
One of the goals in systematically resurveying all of these sites was to obtain a
better understanding of the occupational history of each by making sure that all areas of
the site were equally sampled. An example of the validity of this method was the
unexpected recovery of fiber tempered sherds from the area near the small peninsula in
the southeastern corner (Figure 3.2 and Tables 3.1 and 3.3). Two fiber-tempered plain
sherds were recovered, thus indicating a previously unknown Gulf Formational
component was present at the site. Another goal, locating Mississippian occupation(s) at
the site, was met when two additional shell-tempered sherds were recovered from shovel
tests on the high ground in the southern area of the site. This was fortunate in that it
provided information on where further investigations into the Mississippian component at
this site could be concentrated.
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Table 3.3. 22CH515, individual shovel test results.

22CH516
This 13,200m2 site is located to the west of 22CH515, on a terrace that presently
overlooks bottom land that at one time held the main channel of the Noxubee River. This
site was recorded by Blitz after he conducted a general surface collection after logging
operations (Blitz 1984; Bruce 2004; Peacock 1995). Unlike the other two sites on this
landform, though, 22CH516 does not appear to have the same kind of occupational
intensity or duration.
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Table 3.4 22CH516, individual shovel test results.

The grid was laid out running from south to north with the transects only running
from the baseline westward towards the edge of the landform (Figure 3.3). The previous
surveys had determined that few artifacts were to be found away from the terrace edge
(Bruce 2004:35). Despite this, it was decided that if positive shovel tests were
encountered along the baseline those transects would be extended to the east until two
consecutive negative shovel tests were dug.
The previous surveys recovered a relatively small amount of sand-tempered and
grog-tempered sherds along with four shell-tempered sherds. The results from this survey
were much the same (Tables 3.1 and 3.4) other than the notable absence of any shelltempered pottery.
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Figure 3.3. 22CH516, shovel test placement and pottery distribution.
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22CH719
This 1,500 m2 site was recorded as containing several grog-tempered sherds along
with three grog/shell-tempered sherds (McClung 2003). This site was recorded using
shovel test-level provenience. McClung believed that this might represent a short-term,
Late Woodland – Transitional Mississippian period site. The site is located in a unique
position relative to the other Mississippian-period sites that have been found in this
region. It is located on a spur ridge that overlooks a first order stream found in the
headwaters of the Noxubee River. All other sites, except for 22WI562, are found much
closer to the main channels of the major waterways (Figure 1.4).

Figure 3.4. 22CH719, shovel test placement and pottery distribution.
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The grid at this location was laid out from the eastern end of the landform towards
the west. Few shovel tests were dug on the slopes at this location because it became
apparent after the first few transects that those placed on the slopes were invariably
negative. The current survey recovered very few pottery sherds, but a single shelltempered sherd was present in the collection (Tables 3.1 and 3.5).

Table 3.5. 22CH719, individual shovel test results.

22CH814 (The MacNeill site)
This 17,000m2 site is positioned along the first terrace over a slough that at one
time was the main channel of the Noxubee River (Figure 3.6). Only a few sherds were
found during the initial survey in 2006: one sand-tempered sherd, 11 grog-tempered
sherds, and a single shell-tempered sherd. This survey consisted of shovel tests dug at 5 –
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10 meter intervals along the entire length of the terrace next to the edge. The artifacts
were collected using shovel-test level provenience.

Figure 3.5. 22CH814, shovel test placement and pottery distribution.
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The grid for the systematic shovel testing at this location was laid out from north
to south. The original survey of this location indicated that very few artifacts were likely
to be recovered away from the terrace edge, therefore, each transect only ran towards the
terrace edge to the west. Despite the initial layout of the grid, it was decided that, if
positive shovel tests were encountered along the baseline, those transects would be
extended to the east until two consecutive negative shovel tests were dug. Systematic
survey failed to recover any additional shell-tempered sherds. Several grog-tempered
sherds were recovered along with a single sand-tempered sherd (Tables 3.1 and 3.6).

Table 3.6. 22CH814, Individual shovel test results.

22WI508
This site is located on the second terrace of Mill Creek, a major tributary of the
Noxubee River. It was previously surveyed in 1984 (Blitz 1984) and again in 1994
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(Peacock 1994: 77-79). These surveys indicated a Late Woodland component, a possible
Middle Woodland component, and an ephemeral Mississippian component, indicated by
a single shell-tempered sherd.

Table 3.7. 22WI508, individual shovel test results.

For this survey, the grid was laid out from north to south starting at the edge of
the terrace. A large mass of fallen trees prevented access to the northeastern section of the
site (Figure 3.7). This is unfortunate because it appears from the pottery distribution that
this area may have potentially revealed significant information. It has often been the case
at these sites that if a Mississippian occupation is found it is usually in an area of the site
that is close to the water (e.g., 22CH515, 22CH719, 22CH814, 22WI666, and 22WI865).
Systematic shovel testing recovered a fairly large number of sherds that correlate
well with the initial assessment of a large, Late Woodland period component and a
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possible Middle Woodland component (Tables 3.1 and 3.7). Unfortunately, no other
shell-tempered sherds were recovered.

Figure 3.6. 22WI508, shovel test placement and pottery distribution
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22WI562
A determined attempt was made to relocate the site. The ridge where the site was
believed to be located was revisited, and 49 shovel tests were dug. No artifacts were
found in any of the shovel tests, so the decision was made to discontinue the search for
the site.

22WI666
This relatively large site (19,800m2) is located on a broad flat terrace between two
tributaries of Mill Creek. The grid was laid out from north to south starting at the
northern end of the terrace where it drops down to the bottom land along the two streams
(Figure 3.8).
The artifacts from the original survey of this site were collected as a group and
given a site-level provenience. They indicated what appeared to be a long-term, but
relatively lightly occupied, Middle and Late Woodland habitation site with a very small
Mississippian component (Peacock 1999). The pottery recovered included one sandtempered sherd, ten grog-tempered sherds (including one cordmarked), two grog/bonetempered sherds, and a single shell-tempered sherd. Shovel test level proveniencing was
not used in the initial survey so the pottery distribution for this site is not known. The
results from the current survey correspond well with the original assessment. Numerous
sherds diagnostic of both the Middle and Late Woodland periods were recovered along
with additional shell-tempered pottery (Table 3.1 and 3.8).
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Figure 3.7. 22WI666, shovel test placement and pottery distribution.

Even though large numbers of pottery sherds were recovered at this site, half of
them were too eroded to detect the presence of any surface decorations or treatments; of
the 146 sherds recovered, 77 (53%) of them are eroded. A list of pottery tempers and
finishes recorded by shovel test (Table 3.8) shows that the preservation of the pottery
sample was poor across the entire site.
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Table 3.8. 22WI666, individual shovel test results.

22WI865 (The Bruce Site)
This 26,400 m2 site is located on a 10-meter high bluff overlooking a series of
shoals in the Little Noxubee River. The initial survey conducted by the author and Kevin
Bruce in the spring of 2006 used shovel test-level proveniencing to record the artifacts
recovered. This survey recovered a large quantity of pottery sherds that indicated a
number of components spanning the Gulf Formational, Middle Woodland, Late
Woodland and Mississippian periods. The presence of a large, deep midden in the
northernmost part of the site adjacent to the shoals also was noted. Of particular interest
was the shell-tempered pottery that was found the length of the site. It was believed that
this might indicate either a very large Mississippian occupation or, more likely, a number
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of smaller, distinct occupations extending southward along the landform. In either case,
this was unlike any other site found on the Ackerman Unit that contained a Mississippian
component. Most of these sites contain only a few shell-tempered sherds, presumably
from a small area of the site; in contrast, this site had sherds extending over 200 meters
away from the river.
The grid for surveying this site was laid out from north to south with transects
extending out from the baseline to the east and west. A total of 187 shovel tests was dug
with 47 (25%) of them containing pottery sherds. The results from this survey compare
well with the earlier collection from this site in that the same cultural periods are
represented (Tables 3.1 and 3.9). The main difference between the two surveys is that
with the systematic shovel testing distributional patterns of pottery across the site were
recognized. In looking at the map (Figure3.9) there are two distinct concentrations of
pottery at this site. The one on the north end of the site covers the midden area and it
contains pottery diagnostic of all four cultural components that are known to be at this
site. The southern concentration only contains pottery of the Middle and Late Woodland
and Mississippian periods.
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Figure 3.8. 22WI865, shovel test placement and pottery distribution.
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Table 3.9. 22WI865, individual shovel test results.

Paradigmatic Classification of Sites
Two hypotheses were tested in this thesis. The first was that the Late Woodland
and Mississippian components found together at the sites selected for shovel testing
indicate continuous occupation, and the sites were subsequently abandoned early in the
Mississippian period. The second was that the same components are not continuous
occupations, and the Mississippian components indicate a resettlement in this area, later
in the Mississippian or Protohistoric periods. In order to do this the occupations must be
delineated to determine if they are one continuous occupation or if they are separate. One
of the ways in which to gather data to make this determination is through stratigraphic
excavation Rafferty 2008).
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A paradigmatic classification (Table 3.10) was developed for determining, among
the sites subjected to shovel testing, which to excavate. The paradigm was based on
several mutually exclusive dimensions: estimated total size of the Mississippian
occupation, type of landform on which the site was located, and the number of
components (identified by diagnostic pottery tempers and surface decorations) present.
This classification was constructed to incorporate the greatest amount of variability
among sites based upon the information gathered through systematic shovel testing. It is
believed that testing sites from different landforms, with varying degrees of Mississippian
occupation, and with varying lengths of habitation, was the best way of determining the
timing of the Mississippian period habitation of this region.
Site location was chosen as an attribute to determine the variability present in the
landform locations of the sites. The majority of the sites are found along the first terrace
of the Noxubee River or its main tributaries. This stands to reason because one would
expect sites that appear to indicate long-term habitation to be located in the most
advantageous places in regards to resource procurement. If this is true, then sites found in
other geographic locations, such as ridge tops, may show different settlement pattern
characteristics than those found along the waterways. One possibility is that these sites
may indicate a later resettlement of the region in areas away from the traditionally used
locations.
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Table 3.10. Paradigmatic site classification.
Estimated total area of Mississippian occupation
0 - 100 m

2

101 - 500 m

2

2

501 m and larger

Type of Landform
F

22CH719
22CH814
22WI508
22WI562
22WI666

Number of Identifiable Components Present

3+

22CH516

R

O

T

R

O

F

T

R

O

X

1-2
3+

X

1-2
3+

X

1-2

X

3+
1-2

X

3+
1-2
3+
1-2

X
X

3+
1-2
3+

22WI865

F

1-2

22CH514
22CH515

T

X

1-2
3+
F = Flood plain

X
T = Terrace

R = Ridgetop

O = Other

The estimated size of the Mississippian component at each site, as determined by
systematic shovel testing, also was chosen as an attribute of this classification. It is
believed that the greater the amount of within-site area that shows evidence of
Mississippian use, the more likely it is that this indicates a greater correspondence
between the Woodland and Mississippian components. It is also possible that this may be
evidence of agglomerations of small, individual Mississippian-period occupations much
like what has been found for Woodland in this same area (Parrish 2006). With that being
said, it also should be fruitful to look at those locations with smaller Mississippian use to
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determine what difference there might be between them. One possibility is that the
smaller habitation areas may indicate discontinuous use of that particular landform.
The number of cultural components represented at each site is the final attribute
of this classification (refer to table 3.1 above for pottery recovered from each site). The
logic behind this choice is that the sites with three or more components present are the
most likely to have been long-term habitation sites with a history of being more or less
continuously occupied for hundreds of years. Those sites with only one or two
components present are probably of shorter duration and afford a better chance of
providing additional variability when looking at settlement patterns involving
Mississippian components.

Site Selection
As can be seen in the table above (Table 3.10), a couple of sites are placed into
the same classification based on the results of the shovel testing. Site 22CH515 and
22WI666 are both included in the class of sites defined as being located on a terrace,
having three or more components present, and the estimated size of the Mississippian
component being between 101 m2 and 500m2. In deciding which to investigate further,
22CH515 was chosen instead of 22WI666 because the area in which the shell-tempered
pottery was located was judged to be less disturbed than those containing shell-tempered
pottery at 22WI666. It was thought that, because 22CH515 was less disturbed, the
possibility of encountering features would be greater. For this reason, 22CH515 was
chosen for further testing.
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Despite not finding additional shell-tempered pottery at 22CH814, it was chosen
for further investigation based upon several factors. First, when placed into the
paradigmatic classification designed for this research, it was the only terrace location that
had just two components represented. Also, the Mississippian occupation, according to
the initial survey in 2006, was very small (approx. 25 m2). This was the only site with a
Mississippian occupation under 100 m2 in size in which the location of the shelltempered pottery was known. It was thought that a site this small would provide
interesting contrasts to larger sites that were being considered for further testing.
Site 22WI865 was chosen to test further for several reasons. Most importantly, it
is the only site found to date on the Ackerman Unit that has two spatially separate
Mississippian occupations. It is also distinct in regards to the paradigmatic classification.
The estimated size of the Mississippian occupation is over 500m2, it is the only site under
consideration located on a bluff, and it contains four identifiable components. Because of
these factors it is unique, and therefore, was chosen for further testing.
Several sites that were systematically shovel tested were not considered for
further testing. One of these, 22WI562, could not be relocated. 22CH719 contained a
single sherd of shell-tempered pottery but there was very little pottery recovered
otherwise. No additional pottery could be located at sites 22CH514, 22CH516 and
22WI508; therefore, they were not considered for further testing.
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYTICAL METHODS
Artifact Analysis
All artifacts recovered during this investigation were washed and air-dried in
wooden racks at the Cobb Institute of Archaeology. They were then bagged according to
their site provenience and artifact type (e.g., prehistoric pottery, lithic debitage, etc.).
Later, during analysis, they were re-bagged according to their specific artifact class and
cataloged.

Prehistoric Pottery
The prehistoric ceramics collected from these sites, from both systematic shovel
testing and excavation, were classified using temper and surface finish/decoration. This
was done so that comparisons and analyses could be made with prehistoric pottery
previously collected and analyzed in this manner on the Tombigbee National Forest (e.g.,
Parrish 2006, Peacock 2003). Sherds were classified as fiber-tempered pottery if plant
fiber impressions were found within the clay paste. A sherd was classified as sandtempered if it was sandy to the touch and contained no inclusions, other than naturally
occurring particles (i.e., hematite). Sherds were classified as grog-tempered if there were
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small, fired clay particles present. Sherds were classified as bone-tempered if small, gray
to white fragments of bone were found within the paste. Shell-tempered pottery was
classified based upon the presence of white, platy particles of mussel or snail shell. Often
these particles had leached out and left only small flat holes within the paste.
Occasionally, combinations of tempers were found within a sherd. When encountered,
both tempers were recorded with the dominant temper being presented first. Pottery
sherds were sorted into two size grades for analysis. Those smaller than ca. 20 mm were
classified as “sherdlets”, then counted and weighed. Sherds larger than 20 mm were
sorted according to temper and surface finish, counted, and then weighed.

Lithics
All lithic material recovered during shovel testing and excavation was sorted by
raw material and the presence or absence of heat-treating and then weighed. Any lithic
artifacts such as projectile points or stems/bases from projectile points, or other
recognizable tools, were weighed and cataloged separately. The identification of raw
materials was made using the lithic comparative collection at the Cobb Institute of
Archaeology.

Historic Artifacts
The historic artifacts recovered during this investigation were identified, sorted
and weighed. Diagnostic artifacts, such as particular types of surface finish on ceramic
sherds, were weighed and cataloged separately.
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Floral and Faunal
No floral or faunal analyses were conducted for this research. The calcined bone
recovered was counted, weighed and cataloged. Due to the small size and fragmented
nature of the bone, it was impossible to identify them by species. The ca. 2 liter soil
samples taken for flotation from every level in each excavation unit are being housed at
the Cobb Institute of Archaeology for future research.

Occupation Delineation Analyses

Frequency Seriation
When looking at whether the Woodland and Mississippian period components on
the Ackerman Unit are related, it is important to determine if the recovered artifacts
represent a lineage formed through cultural inheritance, or if they are merely a sequence
of artifacts. The first step in such a determination is the creation of intensional definitions
for pottery classes, as this will allow for strict control of variation (Dunnell 2002
[1971]:199; O’Brien and Lyman 2000: 351). An intensional definition is one that lists the
necessary and sufficient conditions for inclusion in a class of artifacts and, as such, only
those phenomena that meet those conditions will be included (Dunnell 2002[1971]:16).
In this case, the classes were based upon pottery temper and surface finish. The use of
such classes also allows for other pottery collections from the Tombigbee National
Forest’s Ackerman Unit to be included in the seriation, as they all have been classified in
the same manner (e.g., Parrish 2006; Peacock 2003).
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Several classes of pottery constructed for this thesis, and also used in reporting
prior shovel test surveys and excavations on the Ackerman Unit, were not included in the
total sherd counts for each assemblage in the seriation. These classes (e.g., sand-tempered
punctate, grog-tempered rocker stamped, bone-tempered plain) had so few occurrences
that their omission had no impact on the frequency percentages used in the ordering of
the seriation. The frequencies for each class of pottery were calculated using only
identifiable sherds; those with surfaces too eroded to determine the finish or decoration
were counted but not included in the frequency calculations. Only assemblages of 35 or
more identifiable sherds were included in the seriations. The assemblages were ordered
using the Seriationmaker macro (Lipo 2001). An error factor of 5% was chosen because
the sample size varies greatly between assemblages.
The next step in determining if there is actual heritable continuity present in the
assemblages of artifacts is the use of frequency seriation (O’Brien and Lyman 2000:
351). If all of the conditions of the seriation model, discussed earlier, are met, then
heritable continuity is demonstrated. The situation thus becomes one of assessing each of
the conditions so that it can be assured that they are indeed met (Dunnell 1970:312).

Statistical Analyses

Arithmetic Mean
Spatial information concerning the distribution of pottery tempers recovered
during excavation was used in measuring the tendency of pottery classes to agglomerate
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about a central location within each excavated site (Thomas 1986:65). The arithmetic
mean was used to determine the average location of shell-tempered and grog-tempered
pottery from a central datum within a site. When additional pottery tempers were present,
they too had their arithmetic mean calculated. If the mean location of each pottery class is
significantly different then this is an indication that they are from separate occupations. If
the mean locations are similar, this suggests that the pottery classes are from a single
occupation and represent a continuous cultural lineage.

Histograms
At each site, the number of grog- and shell-tempered sherds recovered from the
excavation units was entered into a histogram. Any units that did not contain one or both
classes of pottery were not included. By showing the quantity of each pottery class in a
unit, existence of a correlation in the numbers could be investigated. If the majority of the
units have a co-occurrence of both types of pottery in similar proportions in each unit
then this indicates a single occupation. A mutually exclusive pattern of occurrence, in
which the pottery tempers are not present within the same units, is an indication that two
separate occupations are present.
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CHAPTER V
EXCAVATION AND OCCUPATION ANALYSIS

Methods
The excavations for this research were conducted by the 2007 MSU archaeology
field school under the direction of Dr. Evan Peacock. The field work consisted of
topographic mapping and the excavation of 1 x 1 m test units at three sites chosen for
further testing based upon the results of the systematic survey. A transit was used to take
points for use in making a topographic map of each site. The 1 x 1 m test units at each
site were excavated using natural levels. When a natural level was determined to be
greater than 10 cm in depth it was divided into 10 cm increments until the next natural
layer was reached. Each layer was given a letter designation and each level was
numbered sequentially. This provenience information was written on every artifact bag.
All artifact bags were numbered sequentially and recorded on a master bag list for each
site so that duplicate numbers would not be used. All test units had at least two profiles
drawn and photographed. The soil in each layer and level was given a color based on the
Munsell color chart. Two liter soil samples were taken from each natural and arbitrary
layer for floral and faunal remains to be recovered through flotation. The site-specific
procedures used will be discussed in greater detail in the descriptions for each site below.
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22CH515
The benchmark for 22CH515 was a cylindrical concrete block placed into shovel
test “A” in the grid previously set up for the systematic shovel testing. The top of the
cylinder was given an arbitrary elevation of 100 meters, and designated 0N0E. All
excavation units and topographic points were taken in reference to this point, and shot in
with a transit and metric tape measures. The baseline was established on magnetic north.
The southeast corner of each test unit was designated as the datum.

Figure 5.1. 22CH515, topographic map showing excavation unit placement.
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During systematic survey of the site, shell-tempered pottery was recovered from a
shovel test (Figure 3.2, shovel test A7E) on a slight downhill slope in the southeastern
area of the site. It was thought any artifacts found in this area most likely had eroded
down the slope, and also that the most probable area to encounter features would be on
the level area above. Consequently, a block of twelve test units was placed on the level
area approximately five meters south of this particular shovel test (Figure 5.1).

Stratigraphy

Figure 5.2. 22CH515, soil profiles.

The units were excavated using natural soil horizons (Figure 5.2), and dryscreened by hand through ¼” (6.35mm) hardware cloth. The soils in the unit were rather
disturbed by boiturbation and past silvicultural activities. Zone A was recorded as silty
loam with a Munsell color of 10YR6/3 and is the equivalent of an A horizon. Zone B, the
equivalent of an E horizon, was a sandy clay loam and the color was recorded as
10YR5/4. A few units were excavated into Zone C, the equivalent of the B horizon,
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which was recorded as a sandy clay loam with a Munsell color of 10YR5/6. The few
artifacts recovered from this zone had most likely shifted downward through the soil
because of boiturbation. Because the zones are not depositional, but represent soil
horizons formed in place, artifacts are reported by unit rather than zone or level. No
features or post holes were encountered in any of the excavated units.

Ceramics
A total of 202 pottery sherds was recovered and analyzed from the excavation
units. All pottery that was smaller than ca. 20 mm was classified as sherdlets. This
pottery was counted, weighed and cataloged but not used in any analyses.
The systematic shovel testing conducted prior to excavation indicated that there
was a previously unknown Gulf Formational component present as evidenced by fibertempered pottery. This finding was further substantiated by the recovery of eight
additional fiber-tempered sherds from the excavation units (Figure 5.3). Several sandtempered plain and eroded sherds were also present. Due to the lack of diagnostic surface
decorations, (e.g., cord marking or fabric marking), it could not be determined if this
pottery represented a Middle Woodland component. A considerable Late Woodland
component was indicated by the overwhelming number of the sherds recovered being
grog-tempered, including two fabric marked sherds. A Mississippian component was
marked by the recovery of nineteen shell-tempered sherds.
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Figure 5.3. 22CH515, pottery counts by excavated unit.

Occupation Analysis
The results from 22CH515 (Figure 5.4) show the arithmetic mean for three of the
four pottery classes to be 2.5. The mean for the shell-tempered pottery is 2.27, which
indicates the central tendency for all four pottery classes is very similar. This indicates
that this location was repeatedly occupied over an extended period of time, or that there
was long-term continuous occupation, or a mix of these possibilities. A high level of
coincidence between grog-tempered pottery and shell-tempered-pottery also is shown in
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the figure above, with shell-tempered sherds being present in eleven of the twelve
excavation units (91.66%) that contained grog-tempered pottery.

Figure 5.4. 22CH515, arithmetic mean of pottery classes.

Figure 5.5. 22CH515, co-occurrence of grog- and shell-tempered pottery.
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In the histogram of co-occurrences of grog- and shell-tempered pottery from
22CH515, a general pattern can be seen in which, once shell-tempered pottery is
established, it increases in numbers along with grog-tempered pottery (Figure 5.5). This
accords well with expectations that the proportions of the two tempers would not vary
much if the Early Mississippian component is continuous with a preceding Late
Woodland component.
The abundance of both grog- and shell-tempered pottery in this area of the site
appears to support the hypothesis that there is cultural lineage continuity between the
grog-tempered component and the shell-tempered component at this site. The evidence
from the shovel testing, excavations, and the mean distribution of pottery indicates that
there is no separation between these components, and they represent a single occupation.

22CH814 (The MacNeill Site)
A metal drive shaft that previously had been set horizontally in the soil was used
as the benchmark; the top of the shaft was given an arbitrary elevation of 100 meters.
From the benchmark, a permanent baseline based upon magnetic north was established
for laying out the test units and topographic mapping. All test units were laid out using
the southeast corner as the datum.
The original shovel test survey of this site, in the summer of 2006, recovered a
single shell-tempered sherd. When the site was systematically surveyed for this research,
no other shell-tempered sherds were recovered. In light of this, it was decided to open a
block unit approximately 2 meters south of the shovel test that produced the lone shell-
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tempered sherd (Figure 5.6). It was hoped that, by placing the unit in this area, additional
shell-tempered sherds would be recovered and features would be encountered. Nine
adjacent units were excavated to subsoil, forming a 3 x 3 m block unit. A single datum
was established on the trunk of a tree located approximately 50 cm to the west of 44S2W
for measuring depths in all of the units.

Figure 5.6. 22CH814, topographic map showing excavation unit placement.
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Stratigraphy
The units were excavated using natural soil horizons (Figure 5.7), and dryscreened by hand through ¼” (6.35mm) hardware cloth.

Zone A, which was the

equivalent of an A horizon, was recorded as silty loam with a Munsell color of 10YR4/2.
Zone B is recorded as sandy clay loam with a Munsell color of 10YR6/6, and was the
equivalent of the E horizon. It was evident, in light of the very thin soil horizons (each
had an average depth of ca.5 cm), that the soils at this site had been severely impacted by
previous silvicultural and/or agricultural activities. No features or postholes were
encountered.

Figure 5.7. 22CH814, soil profiles - north wall only

Due to the lack of features and the paucity of pottery in the initial block unit, it
was decided to excavate two other 1 x 3 m block units in close proximity. One unit was
placed 6 meters to the west and the other was located 6 meters south. Unfortunately, as
with the original test units, these units produced very few ceramic artifacts and no
features were encountered.
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Figure 5.8. 22CH814, pottery counts by excavated unit.

Ceramics
Very few ceramic artifacts were recovered from these units: 34 grog-tempered
sherds along with three grog/shell-tempered (Figure 5.8). The grog-tempered sherds,
particularly the cordmarked ones, indicate a Late Woodland occupation. The three
grog/shell-tempered sherds may represent a brief moment in the gradual transition from
grog to mussel shell pottery tempers in this area. There is some debate as to the
chronological position of grog/shell-tempered pottery. Jenkins (Jenkins and Krause
1986:93) places this pottery early in the Mississippian period during the Summerville I
phase. Steponaitis though, believes that it is present throughout the Mississippian period
(Steponaitis 1983:158). From the results of shovel test surveys on the Ackerman Unit, it
appears that it is usually found in this area at sites with Late Woodland and Mississippian
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components. No shell-tempered pottery was recovered from any of the excavation units
at this site.

Occupation Analysis
The artifacts recovered from 22CH814 were not included in any of the statistical
analyses. No additional shell-tempered pottery was recovered from any of the excavation
units. Given the small sample size, no analyses using the grog-tempered pottery, the three
grog/shell-tempered sherds, and the single sherd of shell-tempered pottery recovered
during the original shovel test survey of the site were possible. From the results of the
excavations and shovel testing, it appears that this site consisted of a lightly inhabited,
short-duration Late Woodland – Early Mississippian period occupation.

22WI865 (The Bruce Site)
The benchmark for 22WI865 was a cylindrical concrete block placed into shovel
test “A” in the grid previously set up for the systematic shovel testing. The top of the
cylinder was given an arbitrary elevation of 100 meters, and designated 0N0E. All
excavation units and topographic points were taken in reference to this point, and shot in
with a transit and metric tape measures. The baseline was established on magnetic north.
The southeast corner of each test unit was designated as the datum. The excavated soil
was water-screened through ¼” (6.35mm) and 1/16” (3.18mm) stacked screens in order to
recover small artifacts. The latter material has not been processed or analyzed, but is
stored at the Cobb Institute of Archaeology for future research.
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Figure 5.9. 22WI865, topographic map showing excavation unit placement.

The systematic shovel test survey conducted at this site suggested that there were
two spatially separate areas of occupation (Figure 3.9). One was in an anthropomorphic
midden in the northernmost area, closest to the bluff above the Little Noxubee River.
This area contained diagnostic pottery tempers and surface finishes representing all of the
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known pottery-producing cultural periods of the region. Two separate 1 x 1 m2 test units
were placed in this area, as well as an irregular block unit that eventually consisted of 6 ½
1 x 1m2 test units (Figure 5.9). The other pottery concentration was on the southern end
of the site, and contained Late Woodland and Mississippian components. The soils in this
area were much shallower and had been heavily disturbed through previous silvicultural
and/or agricultural practices. A large block unit was laid out in approximately the middle
of the several shovel tests that contained shell-tempered pottery. It was hoped that, by
putting in a large block unit, features would be encountered. Initially, this block consisted
of 20 contiguous 1 x 1m2 units; four additional 1 x 1m2 units were opened up when no
features were encountered in the initial units.

Stratigraphy
Unit 15S11E (Figure 5.10) is located in the deepest part of the midden and is the
only unit at this site that is reported by zone/level. The soil textures for Zones A through
B2 are unknown. They were recorded in the field as silty sand, which is not a valid soil
texture (Vogel 2002:18). The Munsell color for Zone A is 10YR3/2. Zone B1 is
7.5YR3/4, and Zone B2 is recorded as mottled 10YR3/3 and 10YR4/2. Zone B3 is
recorded as clay loam and 10YR4/2. Zone B4 is recorded as sandy loam and 10YR4/6.
This level contained a considerable amount of fired clay (219.72g) and burned sandstone
(387.44g), but no feature was recorded - possibly because the mass, as noted on the
square/level record, was very disturbed. No soil texture or Munsell color was recorded
for Zone B5. Zone C was marked by a change in soil texture to a sandy clay loam with a
Munsell color of 10YR5/6. As this unit progressed down through the midden, the color of
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the soil gradually was becoming lighter. It appears that the soils in zones A and B
together represent depositional layers in light of their darker color and the amount of
artifacts contained in them.

Figure 5.10. 22WI865, Unit 15S11E soil profiles.
The block unit in the midden originally started as a single 1 x 1m2 unit next to a
shovel test which contained shell-tempered pottery (Figure 5.11). This unit, 22S4E, was
excavated using natural soil horizons. Zone A, which was the A horizon, was recorded as
silty loam with a Munsell color of 10YR 4/3. Zone B, or the E horizon, was a sandy clay
loam 10YR 4/3 and Zone B2 was a mottled sandy clay loam 10YR 5/4 and 10YR 5/3.
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Figure 5.11. 22WI865, midden block soil profiles.
Other units were opened up around 22S4E when it was thought that several
postholes were visible within level B2; it was later determined that they were root stains.
The other five 1 x 1m2 test units, and the 1 x 0.5m2 test unit, also were excavated using
natural soil horizons. Zone A, which again equates with the A horizon, was recorded as
silty loam and the Munsell colors ranged from 10YR 3/3 to 10YR 4/3. Zone B, a
naturally occurring E horizon, was recorded as silty clay loam, and the Munsell colors
ranged from 10YR 4/3 to 10YR 6/4. From the soil profiles, it does not appear that the
midden was present in these units. Instead, it appears that they were natural soil horizons.
Unit 37S10E (Figure 5.12) was placed in what was thought to be the extreme
southeastern area of the midden. Shell-tempered pottery was found in shovel tests in this
area during the systematic survey. This unit was excavated using natural soil horizons.
Zone A is recorded as clay loam with a Munsell color of 10YR 5/4, and is a naturally
occurring A horizon. Zone B, which equates with the E horizon, is silty clay with a
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Munsell color of 10YR 6/4. Zone C, which presumably is the B horizon or subsoil, does
not have a soil texture recorded, but the color is noted as 10YR6/4. From the soil profiles,
it is evident that the midden was not present in this unit.

Figure 5.12. 22WI865, 37S11E, soil profiles, north wall only.

Figure 5.13. 22WI865, southern block soil profiles.

The southern block unit was placed in an area that contained primarily
grog-tempered and shell-tempered pottery which indicated there were Late Woodland
and Mississippian occupations. From the distribution of pottery, as indicated by the
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results from the systematic shovel testing (Figure 3.9), it appeared that this was a
spatially separate occupation within the larger site as a whole. It was hoped that a large
block of test units would produce features or post holes from an early Mississippian
period structure.
The soils were excavated using natural soil horizons down to subsoil, which was
approximately 10 - 15 cm below the surface. The soils in this area of the site appeared to
have been severely impacted by past agricultural and/or silvicultural activities (Figure
5.13). The artifacts are reported by unit instead of by level in each unit because of this,
and because the zones represent natural soil horizons and not depositional layers. Zone A,
which equates with the A horizon, is recorded as sandy loam with a Munsell color of
10YR 4/3. Zone B, the E horizon, is recorded as sandy clay loam with a color of 10YR
5/3. It appears from the profile drawings that some units extend down into Zone C, but
according to the zone/level records none went below Zone B2. It appears that Zone C was
actually the B horizon or subsoil.

Ceramics
The pottery recovered from 15S11E consisted of three fiber-tempered, three sandtempered, and 19 grog-tempered sherds (Figure 5.14). It appears that, even though this is
a relatively deep midden, it has been somewhat disturbed either by bioturbation or human
activities. The majority of the sherds were approximately the size of a U.S. .25 cent piece
(24mm), and the distribution of artifacts within the unit shows signs of disturbance with a
grog-tempered sherd being recovered from level B4 along with fiber-tempered sherds.
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Figure 5.14. 22WI865, 15S11E pottery by zone/level

Figure 5.15. 22WI865, midden block, pottery counts by excavated unit.
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The pottery recovered from 37S11E consisted of 3 sand-tempered, fourteen grogtempered, and one shell-tempered sherd. The pottery recovered from the southern block
unit (Figure 5.16) consisted almost exclusively of either grog-tempered or shell-tempered
pottery.

Figure 5.16 22WI865, southern block, pottery counts by excavated unit.

Occupation Analysis
Similar results were encountered when computing the arithmetic mean for the
midden block and southern block units at 22WI865 (Figure 5.17 and 5.18). In both
blocks, the shell-tempered pottery has a slightly different arithmetic mean from the rest of
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the pottery classes represented. Again, as at 22CH515, there is a high coincidence of
occurrence between the grog-tempered and shell-tempered pottery. In the midden block,
shell-tempered pottery occurred in six of the seven units (85.7%) that contained grogtempered pottery. Shell-tempered pottery was present in 21 of the 23 units (91.3%) that
contained grog-tempered pottery in the southern block unit as well.

Figure 5.17. 22WI865, midden units, arithmetic mean of pottery classes.

The results from the midden block unit seem to indicate that this area of the site,
much like the excavated portion of 22CH515, was repeatedly, or continuously, occupied
over an extended period of time. The southern block unit appears to have been a spatially
separate occupation; this corroborates well with the conclusions reached previously from
the shovel test data (Figure 3.9). The pottery recovered from this area was almost
exclusively grog-tempered or shell-tempered, with only two sherds of sand-tempered
pottery having been recovered. This indicates a history of occupation during the Late
Woodland and the very beginning of the Mississippian period.
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Figure 5.18. 22WI865, southern block, arithmetic mean of pottery classes.

Figure 5.19. 22WI865, midden block, co-occurrence of grog- and shell-tempered pottery.
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Figure 5.20. 22WI865 south block unit, co-occurrence of grog- and shell-tempered
pottery.

The histograms for the two block units at 22WI865 (Figures 5.14 and 5.15)
indicate a general pattern of shell-tempered increasing in numbers along with the grogtempered pottery. The units that have very few shell-tempered sherds in relation to the
number of grog-tempered sherds may be exceptions to this and may represent the earliest
part of the occupation.
From the data gathered through shovel testing and excavations, as well as the
statistical analyses, it appears that two spatially separate occupations occurred at this site.
The area closest to the Little Noxubee River possess a thick anthropomorphic midden, an
abundance of artifacts, and in some areas, deep cultural deposits; all of these have been
shown to be indicators of long duration sites (Rafferty 1994). The distribution of pottery
as seen in both shovel testing and excavations shows that this area was occupied
frequently enough, and possibly continuously, over a long duration of time. The southern
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area of the site appears to have been a single occupation with both grog- and shelltempered pottery present.

Lithics
For the purposes of this research, it was not necessary to conduct in-depth
analyses on the lithic debitage that was recovered from each excavated site. For that
reason only a cursory analysis was conducted so that the raw materials and the number of
each can be reported. Any lithic artifacts such as projectile points or stems/bases from
projectile points, or other recognizable tools, were counted and reported separately.
Even with such a superficial analysis, two trends concerning raw material usage
were evident. The first is that all of the triangular points and performs, which are most
likely Late Woodland or Mississippian in affiliation, are all made of gravel chert; none
are made of the light gray, glossy Fort Payne chert that is associated with Protohistoric
period occupations on the Black Prairie. Also, none of the Fort Payne chert, in the form
of flakes, was this light gray, glossy type either. These trends reinforce the Late
Woodland – Mississippian continuity that is evident from the other analyses conducted in
this thesis.
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22CH515
Table 5.1 22CH515, lithic debitage by excavation unit.

Table 5.2. 22CH515, lithic tools by excavation unit.
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Figure 5.21. 22CH515, Hematite shuttle-type bannerstone.

Figure 5.22. 22CH515, hafted endscraper with two gravers, unidentified chert.
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22CH814 (The MacNeill Site)
Table 5.3. 22CH814, lithic debitage by excavation unit.

Table 5.4. 22CH814, lithic tools by excavation unit.
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22WI865 (The Bruce Site)
Table 5.5. 22WI865, lithic debitage by excavation unit.
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Table 5.6. 22WI865, lithic tools by excavation unit.

CHAPTER VI
FREQUENCY SERIATION RESULTS

Figure 6.1 shows that not all of the assemblages are of comparable duration.
Three separate seriations are constructed, indicating that some sites were occupied for
much longer periods of time than the others. Seriation “I” is populated by short-duration
assemblages as indicated by the relatively small number of pottery classes represented. It
appears that the sites in this seriation were generally occupied later than those represented
in the other seriations, with mostly Late Woodland and Mississippian occupations
indicated. The assemblage recovered from the southern block unit at 22WI865
(22WI865S) is included on this seriation. This is in contrast with the other block unit at
that site (22WI865M), which is included in seriation III and is considered a long-duration
assemblage.
The first seriation is interesting because the frequency of several pottery classes
changes very little through time. The pottery assemblages at these sites are dominated by
sand- and grog-tempered plain pottery, and have very few decorated members. This
creates a dilemma since plain or undecorated pottery is difficult to order as this may be
more of a functional trait and, therefore, a poor marker for observing change through
time. The argument has been made that plain pottery requires no extra effort when it is
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manufactured in comparison to the extra effort needed to decorate a surface, with a cordwrapped dowel for instance. Therefore, plain, or undecorated, pottery should not be used
when seriating assemblages (Lipo 2001). A counter-argument can be made though, that if
the majority of the pottery can be classified as “plain”, but with different tempers, then
they are equal in the amount of effort needed to manufacture them, and are, therefore,
appropriate for use as classes of pottery in a seriation. That is the case with the current
data.

Figure 6.1. Frequency seriation of ceramic assemblages from the Ackerman Unit,
Tombigbee National Forest, including those from Parrish 2006 and
Peacock 1997. Top: Seriation I; Middle: Seriation II; Bottom: Seriation III.
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One possibility is that the sites represented in seriation I are very short duration,
and there was little artifact accumulation at the sites. Another possibility is the artifact
preservation at these sites was relatively poor, thus making it difficult to detect decorated
surfaces. This also may be a case of stabilizing selection, in which the distribution of
diversity in a particular trait is held constant (Leonard and Jones 2002:228). At this time
there is no way of ascertaining what this lack of change may indicate; further testing
would be needed to adequately address these questions.
Seriation “II” consists of assemblages with a relatively greater number of pottery
classes, possibly indicating these sites were occupied for longer durations. The sites
represented in this seriation seem to follow the general pattern of settlement in the North
Central Hills, with primarily Middle and Late Woodland period occupations. The few
Mississippian components present in this seriation are all associated with much larger
Late Woodland components; none are found at sites with only a Middle Woodland
component. These patterns strengthen the assertion that the Late Woodland and
Mississippian period components share a cultural lineage and are likely part of the same
occupations, as argued above for 22CH814 using excavation data.
Seriation “III” consists of the excavated portions of the two longest duration sites.
It was decided to use the excavated units instead of the entire sites because systematic
shovel testing at 22WI865 indicated it contained two spatially separate occupations. In
light of the separate occupations this site was divided, for the purpose of seriation, into
assemblages consisting of the ceramics found in the northern, or “midden”, occupation
(22WI865M) and the southern occupation (22WI865S). The excavated units at 22CH515
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and the midden at 22WI865 (indicated by 22CH515E and 22WI865M respectively in the
seriation) contain diagnostic pottery tempers for all of the known ceramic periods in this
region. These sites may represent many smaller, short-duration occupations spanning
several cultural periods (Rafferty 2003:172) or continuous occupation over a long time
span. At both sites, systematic shovel testing indicated there were discernable patterns of
pottery distributions that could represent smaller, short duration occupations across the
entire area. In the excavated units at both sites, though, it appears that many occupations,
one on top of the other, were located closest to the water – presumably, the most
favorable area of the site.
The condition that all the assemblages must belong to the same cultural tradition
is met by the fact that the set of classes chosen for the ordering is relevant to all of the
groups (Dunnell 1970:313). The final condition that must be met for a seriation to be
successful, that all assemblages in a seriation must come from the same local area, is
intended to guarantee that the variation being measured is through time and not
geographic space. Even though Dunnell states that this condition is “logically impossible
to satisfy” (1970:315) it can be assumed that it has been met if a successful seriation can
be created.
Even though three separate seriations were created from these assemblages, the
implications of all appear to be the same. All of the seriations indicate that their
respective assemblages belong to the same cultural tradition, thus, “heritable continuity is
assured and phylogenetic affinities between the seriated assemblages are guaranteed”
(O’Brien and Lyman 2000:287). The short duration sites appear to have been occupied
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later than the others, primarily during the Late Woodland period, possibly because of
settlement shifts away from uplands to terraces along the major waterways. The
seemingly abrupt end to the grog-tempered plain pottery in all three seriations seems to
accord well with the hypothesis that this area was rapidly abandoned at the end of the
Late Woodland period. The relationship between Woodland and Mississippian period
occupations is clearly seen in these seriations. The few sites without occupations marked
by shell-tempered pottery consisted primarily of Middle Woodland period occupations
that seem to have ended sometime during the Late Woodland.

Table 6.1. Ceramic data used in frequency seriations. Top: Seriation I; Middle:
Seriation II; Bottom: Seriation III.
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CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

Conclusions
The purpose of this research was to ascertain if cultural lineage continuity could
be shown between the Late Woodland and Mississippian occupations at nine selected
sites on the Ackerman Unit of the Tombigbee National Forest. Two hypotheses were
tested for this thesis. The first was that the Late Woodland and Mississippian components
found together at these sites indicate continuous occupation, and the sites were
subsequently abandoned early in the Mississippian period. The second was that the same
components were not continuous occupations, and the Mississippian components indicate
a resettlement in this area, later in the Mississippian or Protohistoric periods. The best
way to determine this is through delineating the occupations present at the sites. The
spatial aspect of the occupations was addressed through systematic shovel testing of the
sites. The temporal aspect was met through stratigraphic excavations, and frequency
seriations were used to determine if there was cultural lineage continuity present.
The data gathered through systematic shovel testing and excavation was used to
construct three separate seriations. The difference in the seriations was in the duration
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over which the sites were occupied. All three seriations, though, conformed to all of the
conditions required for a successful seriation. In each seriation, regardless of duration, the
sites showed clear continuity, and thus cultural inheritance, between the assemblages.
The statistical analyses conducted on data obtained through excavations also
showed clear evidence of spatial and temporal continuity indicating that one Late
Woodland/Mississippian occupation was present at 22CH515, 22WI865M and
22WI865S. At each site, the coincidence of shell-tempered pottery and grog-tempered
pottery was overwhelming. At sites 22CH515 and 22WI865, shell-tempered pottery
occurred in 38 of the 42 test units (90.47%). No statistical analyses were conducted at
22CH814 because no further shell-tempered pottery was recovered other than the single
sherd from the original shovel test survey.
From these results, it is evident that a case can be made for lineage continuity
between the Late Woodland and Mississippian components at these sites. It appears that
this area was relatively heavily inhabited during the Woodland period. Later, during the
Late Woodland period, the population seems to have begun nucleating along the terraces
of the major waterways (Figures 1.1 and 1.2). At some point, between AD 1000 and
1100, this area was abandoned, but not before shell-tempered pottery started being made
at several of the sites with Late Woodland occupations. The length of occupation during
the period in which shell-tempered pottery was made seems to vary. At several sites, the
Mississippian occupation was so ephemeral that no additional shell-tempered pottery
could be located during the systematic shovel testing (e.g., 22CH514, 22CH516,
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22CH814 and 22WI508). Other sites, though, such as 22CH515 and 22WI865, seem to
have had more substantial occupation. It may be that these were some of the last sites in
the area to have been abandoned.

Future Research
As this research progressed it became obvious that there were several areas in
which this investigation could have been extended. The first is the lack of absolute dates
on any of the shell-tempered pottery. Even though the seriations and statistical analyses
prove that there was cultural lineage continuity between these sites, it would be fruitful to
obtain dates. This is needed as another piece of evidence to corroborate, or possibly
dispute, the findings presented here. Also, the current mindset in archaeology as a whole
will only accept conclusions such as these if there are dates that can be attached to the
results.
It would also be productive to systematically shovel test 22WI515/516 (Stinking
Water) and also 22WI557. These two sites were skipped for varying reasons during this
research, but it became apparent that they might possess valuable data that could have
been used. The assemblage from the Stinking Water excavations has not been able to be
used in any seriations to date. This is likely because the sample is so biased, being
obtained mostly through excavation in a very small part of the site. If the site had been
systematically surveyed then a clearer picture of its’ occupational history would be
available. The assemblage for 22WI557 can be used in a seriation, but if it had been
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systematically surveyed the results may have been much different. I have shown the
difference that a systematic survey can make when compared to a standard survey of
crossed transects on the cardinal directions. Site 22CH515 had been surveyed twice
previously without any indications that a Gulf Formational component was present. It
was not until we covered the entire landform with a grid that fiber-tempered pottery was
found in a shovel test.
Another avenue of investigation would be to conduct the same program of
research on the Trace Unit of the Tombigbee National Forest. Would the same patterns of
settlement and cultural continuity, and subsequent abandonment for the Black Prairie,
occur in this region?
In closing, I would like to reiterate that, with appropriate methods, occupations
can be delineated and lineage continuity tested.
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